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Lighthouse plays a vital role in Poole and 
the South West as a nationally important 
cultural building where creative work is 
made, rehearsed, discussed, shared and 
presented and where many people get 
their first chance to experience live arts.
It is a place where the community can present their 
work, where entire schools can showcase their talents 
in a professional performance environment – an 
experience never to be forgotten in anyone’s lifetime.

It goes without saying that success takes hard work, 
commitment, professionalism, integrity, innovation and 
creativity. We expect that from everyone and we all 
regularly go the extra mile to achieve this, regardless of 
what part we play. Everyone’s role is vital to our success 
which comes when we apply our skills, talents and 
expertise to create a vibrant, exciting and innovative 
venue for our community.

We will strive to ensure that working at Lighthouse will 
give you a lively, interesting place to work, a venue 
where you can develop your experience and skills and 
an environment where you can be part of our special 
arts community. 

A place where you can make a difference.

I wish you every success with your application.

Elspeth, Chief Executive Officer (CEO)

A WELCOME FROM THE 
CHIEF EXECUTIVE

HEAD OF SALES & MARKETING

SARA ST GEORGE
While the past year has presented many challenges, 
it has also provided us with the chance to reflect and 
use that learning to plan our future. The marketing 
team are a vital link between our audiences, artists 
and our teams, so translating our work and finding 
ways to communicate and connect with our 
community are at the heart of what we do.

This role offers the opportunity to join a dynamic, 
forward thinking team. You will be joining at a pivotal 
time as the team are rebuilding with new ideas and new 
energy. We are exploring ways to build our brand story 
whilst managing a packed portfolio of events, projects 
and fundraising initiatives. If you enjoy a fast-paced 
environment, where no two days are the same and you 
can make a difference, we would love to hear from you.
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Thank you for your interest in working 
at Lighthouse. We hope that this 
pack will provide information to assist 
you in completing your application. 
Please feel free to contact our Human 
Resources Team should you require any 
further information.
This pack contains:

: Information on Lighthouse, Poole and Dorset

: Objectives

: Our Structure

: Job Description

: Person Specification

: Visit Lighthouse

APPLICATION PROCESS
To apply for this role, please send your CV and a letter 
of application (not more than 1500 words) detailing 
your skills and experience and how they relate to 
the person specification. Please email your CV and 
covering letter to:

hr@lighthousepoole.co.uk

CONTACT

If you wish to discuss the role further contact the HR 
team on 01202 280000.

‘The incredibly diverse range of 
productions on offer continues 
to delight – touring companies of 
all genres large and small; local 
amateur dramatic, dance and operatic 
societies; the intimate cinema offering 
independent, foreign and mainstream 
films; the world famous Bournemouth 
Symphony Orchestra, ... There’s 
something for every taste imaginable.’
LYNN GLASS, DONOR 

YOUR APPLICATION



Lighthouse, Poole’s Centre for the Arts 
started life as a big ambition to inject 
culture into the Poole community. 
41 years later our big ambitions are 
still going strong. And we’re just 
getting started.
Opened in 1978 as Poole Arts Centre, we were created 
in response to a lack of cultural facilities in South 
East Dorset. Conceived, designed and delivered by 
an ambitious local authority keen to invest in cultural 
provision for its community the Centre was unrivalled 
in the region for the opportunities it presented to 
experience such breadth and such quality all under 
one roof.

Poole Arts Trust was set up as a company limited by 
guarantee and registered as a charity with a board of 
voluntary directors to operate and manage the venue.

The trust was and still is linked to the Borough of 
Poole, (now BCP Council) through the provision of 
financial support.

Photography by Mark Allen

In 1998 Lighthouse attracted its first revenue funding 
from Arts Council England and first started undertaking 
education work in order to increase its impact and 
value it added to the community.

Having celebrated its 21st year of operation in 1999 the 
venue underwent a £9.5 million transformation to bring 
the facilities up to date technically and to upgrade the 
public areas. Re-opened in October 2002, the centre 
was reborn as Lighthouse, Poole’s Centre for the Arts.

During the summer of 2017 a programme of capital 
works has delivered a range of improvements across 
the building including the transformation of the 
Sherling Studio, the main entrance moved to a central 
position with clear glazing installed in the foyer, the 
creation of a new education and rehearsal space, 
upgrades to sound, light and digital technology, a new 
stage door entrance, updated dressing rooms, a Green 
Room and improved security.

Lighthouse is proud to be the home venue of 
Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra.

‘K.D. Lang in Poole. How lucky were 
we?. It was a fabulous concert, and 
the venue was extremely comfortable. 
Perfect for the occasion. Very helpful 
staff too. They also have a small gallery 
where I saw the exhibition “Moment”, 
Dorset artist, Big, impressive paintings. 
Thought provoking.’
TRIP ADVISOR 

OUR HISTORY
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LOOKING TO THE FUTURE

‘Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole 
councils have an exceptional track 
record of investing in art and culture, 
which can be seen through the superb 
range of creative work produced in 
the region. The forthcoming local 
government reorganisation presents a 
unique chance for culture to be put at 
the heart of this coastal region’s strategy 
and further develop its sense of place. 
We’re proud to be supporting this long-
term vision for the new unitary authority 
and we look forward to seeing the 
recommendations made for the future 
prosperity of BCP.’
DARREN HENLEY, CHIEF EXECUTIVE, ARTS COUNCIL ENGLAND 

Providing our community with a broad 
range of cultural experiences is at the 
heart of what we do. As one of the 
largest regional arts centres in the UK, 
Lighthouse play a hugely important role 
in providing cultural opportunities for 
engagement with the live and digital arts 
for our local community. 
2019/20 was proving to be one of our strongest 
years in recent times. Our programme had gone 
from strength to strength and our occupancy levels 
increased as audiences responded. Whilst 2020 was a 
challenging year, it is fortuitous that the preceding 11 
months provided not only a unique and vibrant arts 
programme, but also a strong commercial return as 
various initiatives began to show positive results.

For the first time a three-year funding agreement is 
in place with BCP which emphasises their support for 
culture at the heart of the region enabling us to plan 
ahead with greater confidence. A strategic partnership 
to propel an ambitious cultural strategy for our region 
is being developed through BCP as part of the Cultural 
Compact. 

During 2020/21 we received support from Arts Council 
England and DCMS via both the Emergency Response 
(ERF) and Cultural Recovery (CRF) Funds which is 
helping us to invest in and plan for our future. 

By taking positive action and continuing 
to plan ahead we go into 2021/22 with 
strong plans in place to realise our 
vision.
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VALUES

Over the course of 2019, Lighthouse 
held a series of workshops and meetings 
with staff to discuss the formation of 
new values and behaviours across the 
organisation.
This initiative came directly from our Investors in 
People assessment in the previous year. Staff had 
commented that the organisations values were too 
long and not memorable enough to be lived everyday 
at Lighthouse. In the year ahead, the values will be 
integrated into all aspects of the organisation from 
human resources to customer service and training in 
what will be a transformational phase of the working 
culture at Lighthouse.

 

ASPIRATIONAL
We are up for it! We 

passionately believe in the 
power and the value of 

Lighthouse. We believe that 
bold, audacious arts can enrich 

and inspire the lives of our 
community through shared 

cultural experiences.

VALUE BEHAVIOURS

We are proud to be a role-model 
for Lighthouse.

We embrace change and push  
our boundaries as individuals and  

as an organisation.

WE DO NOT

Close our minds to new ideas  
or inflexible.

Be a roadblock to stop others 
developing new ideas or ways of 

working because “It’s always been 
done that way.”

WELCOMING
We welcome our staff, 

volunteers, artists, audiences, 
partners and our community 

into our work. We are friendly, 
inclusive and work together 

effectively and safely, ensuring 
that teamwork is at the heart  

of everything we do.

VALUE BEHAVIOURS

We ensure every interaction with 
our community is friendly and 

welcoming.

We lead by example and will be  
accountable for our actions.

WE DO NOT

Look to blame others, rather than  
learn and change.

Exclude, alienate or undermine 
others.

EXCELLENCE
Everything we do is of the 
absolute highest quality. 
We will strive to achieve 

excellence in every aspect 
of our work and how we 

deliver it.

VALUE BEHAVIOURS

We take pride in our building, each  
other and in the work we do.

We will meet and exceed 
expectations across all areas 

of Lighthouse.

WE DO NOT

Make do, rather than always seek 
to do better.

Do the minimum, leaving tasks  
half-finished for others to 

complete.

OUR VALUES
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SUPPORTING THE CULTURAL STRATEGY FOR THE REGION

:  To play a key role in supporting and delivering the 
cultural strategy to create an extraordinary artistic 
landscape in Dorset and the South West.

: To develop our voice and influence.

:  To raise the profile of the organisation locally 
and nationally.

DELIVERING A BROAD ARTISTIC PROGRAMME 

:  To present a year-round programme of music, 
theatre, dance, light entertainment, children’s 
theatre, circus, comedy film and visual art that 
reflects our values, delivers on our funding 
agreements, whilst contributing to our economic 
model.

:  High quality arts remains part of the culture of 
Poole/ South West and that a broad range of 
people can encounter great artists and their work 
without leaving the county. 

CULTIVATE TALENT DEVELOPMENT

:  To support and enable the creation of ambitious 
creative work that would not otherwise be made.

: To support and nurture artists to develop their 
practice.

:  For the Sherling Studio to become known as the 
hotbed for artist development in the South West.

AUDIENCE ENGAGEMENT AND DEVELOPMENT

:  To offer audiences and customers a world class 
programme /venue experience and opportunities 
for learning.

:  To develop the audience reach across the region 
and beyond. 

:  To increase the number of attendees by 2% and 

increase sales income in line with the annual 
business plan targets.

: To undertake full evaluation of audiences.

: To deliver on the new digital strategy.

MAINTAINING A WORLD-CLASS VENUE 

:  To operate and maintain an inspiring world class 
public building.

:  To plan for and deliver continual development of 
the building and to deliver our commitment to 
sustainability and diversity.

:  To provide an inspiring workplace for our 
employees and learning for development.

:  Revising staff structure, with talented, ambitious 
and engaged people.

FINANCIAL RESILIENCE

:  To be profitable, sustainable, robust and financially 
fit and improve the long-term security in a climate 
of economic uncertainty. 

:  To grow and increase retained reserve, by a 
minimum of 100k over the four years.

:  Improve business sustainability by applying 
marginal gains strategy in all areas.

:  Investment in people to deliver the business 
plan effectively.

OBJECTIVES

‘The successes we have achieved – 
despite the financial squeeze – have 
been because the work we deliver 
meets the needs of audiences for the 
best national work to be presented at a 
local level.’
ELSPETH MCBAIN CEO
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OUR STRUCTURE

Casual Ticket Assistants Marketing Intern (P/T)

Marketing Executive

Technical Manager

Building &  
Maintenance Manager

Duty Manager

Senior Bar Staff

General Manager PA/AdministratorHR Administrator (P/T)

Senior Stewards

Deputy Duty Manager &  
PT DM

Beacon Café  
Manager

Beacon Café 
Chef/Manager

Beacon Café  
Assitant Manager

Beacon Café 
Casual Stewards

Casual / Annualised  
Stewards

Ticket Sales Assistants

Fundraising Manager

Technicians

Technical Supervisor 

Maintenance Technicians

Senior Ticket Sales  
Advisor

Stage Door Receptionists

Casual Receptionists

Ticket Sales Manager

Freelance PR

Head of Sales & Marketing 
(Deputy CEO)

Casual Technicians

Chief Executive

Bar Manager

Casual Bar Staff

SALES MARKETING

OPERATIONS

FUNDRAISING

Cleaning Supervisor

Cleaners

Casual Cleaners

Marketing Executive

Marketing Managers

 Creative Producer – 
Learning & Participation

Corporate Sales &  
Events Manager

Freelance Programmers

Producer - Artist 
Development

Finance Assistants (P/T)

IT Manager Support

Accountant

Head of Finance / IT

Head of Programming

PROGRAMMING FINANCE
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JOB DESCRIPTION

REPORTING TO

ROLE

DEPARTMENT

SALARY & BENEFITS

CONTRACT TYPE

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE OF THE ROLE

THE POST HOLDER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR
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PERSON SPECIFICATION

EXPERIENCE/KNOWLEDGEEXPERIENCE/KNOWLEDGE
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GETTING TO LIGHTHOUSE

BY ROAD

From London - 2 hours 

From Bristol - 1 hour 45 minutes

From Southampton - 40 minutes 

From Bournemouth - 10 minutes

Travelling west on the M27 the road becomes the 
A31 bypassing Ringwood, Ferndown and Wimborne 
Minster. Remain on the bypass until reaching the 
roundabout junction signposted the A349 Poole town 
centre and ferry port. 

Follow the A349 and ferry signs until reaching the 
roundabout signposted the A350 Poole town centre. 
This roundabout has the Poole Fairway marker buoy in 
the centre of it.

Turn left here onto the A350 (Holes Bay Road). Follow 
the dual carriage way which skirts the bay. At the next 
roundabout at the end of Holes Bay Rd turn left onto 
the flyover and move to the right hand lane. At the next 
roundabout turn right and within a minute you will see 
Lighthouse on your left.

CAR PARKS

There is plenty of car park space very close to 
Lighthouse. Parking is available at The Dolphin 
shopping centre multi-storey over the road from 
Lighthouse and the level access car park directly 
opposite. There is also a car park located at the 
Dolphin Swimming Centre next to Everyone Active, 
only a five minute walk away.

Disabled parking is available directly outside 
Lighthouse.

Limited staff parking is available within the artists car 
park.

BUSES

Lighthouse is opposite Poole bus station with an 
underpass or a level access crossing providing easy 
access across the road. South West Trains run a half 
hourly train service to Poole from London Waterloo 
with a journey time of around 2 hours.

AIRPORTS

Bournemouth International Airport is approx. 9.5 miles 
from Poole.

Southampton Airport Parkway is a 45 minute train 
journey direct to Poole rail station.

RAIL

Poole Railway Station is in the town centre a 5 minute 
walk from Lighthouse. Follow signs to ‘Arts Centre’ 
which take you through the shopping centre to the bus 
station. Lighthouse is opposite the bus station. 

GOOGLE MAPS

Click here to view our location on Google Maps

ADDRESS

Lighthouse 
21 Kingland Road 
Poole 
Dorset BH15 1UG

TELEPHONE NUMBER

01202 280000

WEBSITE

www.lighthousepoole.co.uk

FACEBOOK

/lighthousepoole

TWITTER

@lighthousepoole 
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Company Registration Number: 1368325 
Charity Registration Number: 275961

Registered and Principal Office: Lighthouse, Poole’s Centre for the Arts, 
Kingland Road, Poole, Dorset BH15 1UG

01202 280000
www.lighthousepoole.co.uk


	ROLE: Senior Ticket Sales Advisor
	REPORTING TO: Marketing Manager 
	DEPARTMENT: Sales and Marketing
	SALARY  BENEFITS: £20,000
LH Pension Scheme
	CONTRACT TYPE: Full-time
Permanent
	PRINCIPAL PURPOSE OF THE ROLE: This is a key, customer-facing role within the Sales and Marketing team assisting the Ticket Sales Manager in the day to day operation of a friendly, motivated and forward-thinking ticket sales team. Creating a positive customer experience is a team priority and the successful applicant will deliver this while leading by example.

The Senior Ticket Sales Advisor is an integral role within the ticket sales team, providing support to the Ticket Sales Advisors; permanent and casual (TSA), creating an important link between them and the Ticket Sales Manager, with robust use of the ticket office customer database (Spektrix).
 
Whilst TSA are line managed by the Ticket Sales Manager, the Senior Ticket Sales Advisor is responsible for supervising and coordinating the team of TSA on a day to day basis, ensuring that they are kept up to date with internal communications, coordinating rotas and timesheets, maximising ticket sales through effective customer service, support and training. 




	THE POST HOLDER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR: The role is required to undertake day, evening and weekend work working flexibly across a shift pattern as a shift supervisor including front counter and back office, sharing the shift pattern equally with the other Senior Ticket Sales Advisor, taking responsibility for the running of the Ticket Sales team in the Managers absence.

CUSTOMER SERVICE, SALES AND TICKET SYSTEM SUPPORT


To promote the selling (and upselling) of tickets and ancillary sales to customers, whether in person, online or by telephone.
 
To sell tickets to customers in person, online and by telephone, including covering the front desk/back office for lunch breaks, sickness and annual leave. 

To prepare the team for an incoming audience prior to a performance, delegating tasks as necessary, acting as shift supervisor

To assist with and stay up to date with the set-up of the ticketing system (currently Spektrix) working with the Ticket Sales Manager to ensure ticketed events and saleable items are set up on the box office system (including seating plans, ticket formats, prices, on-line sales, promotional codes, offers and agency sales etc) when requested.

To coordinate rotas, acting as a shift supervisor and scheduling TSA to ensure suitable cover at all times for telephone, front desk and all ticket sales activities, effectively and fairly utilising the team whilst ensuring suitable breaks.  This will be under the supervision of the Ticket Sales Manager who has responsibility for the staff budget.

To manage event changes such as date and time alterations as well as show cancellations, supporting the Ticket Sales Manager/Marketing Manager as requested to a) communicate with customers via Dot Digital using automation, customisation and branded templates created by the marketing team, b) pull customer lists, c) update the website event page, c) ensure accurate processes and records of actions are kept.

Support the Ticket Sales Manager with delivering dynamic pricing initiatives

To support the Ticket Sales Manager to provide ongoing training to the TSA, on effective use of Spektrix on a daily basis, ensuring current staff are competent and confident in selling tickets, memberships, merchandise and asking for donations. Assist in training new staff as required. Support staff with daily queries and trouble shooting.

To set up scheduled reports for visiting companies/promoters/colleagues as necessary.

To be familiar with latest Data Protection legislation and help ensure the team complies with Data Protection legislation at all times, maintaining the customer records held on the database in accordance with Data Protection legislation and PECR.





	THE POST HOLDER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR_2: To take an active role in your continuing professional development, identifying relevant training and professional development opportunities to carry out the job, becoming a Lighthouse champion and ‘go to’ colleague in the use of Spektrix and Dot Digital.

To troubleshoot technical and equipment issues and support the team to deal with customers while these issues are being resolved. 

To liaise with the ticketing company, IT support and web development agency regarding the maintenance and smooth running of the ticketing software and the website API integration in the absence of the Ticket Sales Manager.  

Report and solve day to day problems with the support team as they arise, ensuring that all technical and equipment issues are reported to the Ticket Sales Manager. 

Ensure that business critical issues are immediately reported to Senior Management.

To produce sales data and create/set-up sales reports for the Ticket Sales Manager as and when required.

To ensure the automated pre-show email is up to date and relevant and working effectively.

To work with Sales and Marketing Team to ensure promotion and other marketing activity is carried out.

To work with the Fundraising team to maintain excellent knowledge of Lighthouse donation and membership opportunities and to proactively encourage donations and memberships ensuring that all donors and Friends are provided with excellent customer service.

To actively promote Lighthouse as a charity and request a customer ticket donation when taking a booking.

To support the administration of and recruitment to membership schemes including, but not limited to Film Club, Friends  and Livefor£5, taking the lead in using Dot Digital, personalisation and automation to ensure timely and regular recruitment, renewal and reminder notices.

To ensure that the Ticket Office and surrounding public areas are always well presented in terms of cleanliness and maintenance, maintaining leaflet display racks as needed and that TSA check this at the beginning and end of every shift. 



	THE POST HOLDER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR_3: COMMUNICATION

To help with and hold regular team briefings and ensure that the flow of information, both within the department and to others, is clear, accurate and timely.

To be knowledgeable on the artistic programme, and actively promote this within the team and to customers.

To be the primary point of contact for all ticket office queries and issues, monitoring and responding to online bookings, web, social media, emails, phone calls and dealing with any issues that may arise, proposing changes where necessary.
 
To use dot digital, Lighthouse social media channels and the website CMS to respond to customer queries, maintain and update both event information, manage pre-show emails and out of hours emergency information.

To be responsible for and actively maintain the ticket office@, info@ and other relevant customer email inboxes and respond to customer emails in a prompt and timely fashion, delegating to TSA as appropriate or other areas of the business.

FINANCE

To support the Ticket Sales Manager to deliver the departmental budget, in line with company regulations and procedures.

To undertake the daily and weekly financial procedures including banking and cashing-up of takings, ensuring accurate and timely reporting and suitable investigation of discrepancies in line with processes set. 

HEALTH & SAFETY

Responsible for the management of health and safety, as laid down in legislation and in line with Lighthouse’s policies and procedures and for ensuring that staff receive adequate and up-to-date training.

To minimise the Trust’s environmental impact wherever possible adhering to and supporting its Sustainability Policy. To include recycling, switching off lights, computers and equipment when not in use. Helping to reduce paper waste by minimising printing/copying, reducing water usage and reporting faults and heating/cooling concerns promptly.

REPRESENTATION

Represent Lighthouse at performances, meetings and events, as and when required. Attend shows, press nights, development events and showcases. Champion awareness within the team of sucess, awards and PR coverage.

DIVERSITY & VALUES

Embrace, promote and ensure the implementation of the Diversity policies of Lighthouse. Promote and communicate Lighthouse's core values and culture to both internal and external customers and colleagues. 

	EXPERIENCE KNOWLEDGE: ESSENTIAL

 An understanding of and commitment to the principles of customer service; 

Strong literacy, numeracy IT skills, with a good working knowledge of Microsoft Word and Excel.

Good general level of education including English and Maths GCSE or equivalent passes

The ability to communicate professionally, clearly and effectively with colleagues, the public, stakeholders and industry professionals.

Experience of cash handling and working with card payment systems

The ability to be enthusiastic and encourage a positive attitude towards Lighthouse and its services;

The ability to work calmly and effectively in a pressurised and multi-tasking work environment.

The ability to work proactively without supervision.

Proven experience of supervising or co-ordinating people.



DESIRABLE


Knowledge and passion for the arts.

Experience of working within a busy entertainment venue ticket office. 

Experience of working with a dedicated ticket system, in particular Spektrix 

	EXPERIENCE KNOWLEDGE_2: COMPETENCES AND SKILLS

Good conflict resolution skills.

The ability to be enthusiastic and encourage a positive attitude towards Lighthouse and its services.

Ability to work unsupervised and take responsibility.

Adapts to the team and builds team spirit.

Listens, consults others and communicates proactively.

Able to operate in a calm, courteous and professional manner at all times and when under pressure

Works in a systematic, methodical, and orderly way


PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS

Must enjoy working with people and be customer focused.

Adaptable to change.

Dynamic, energetic and enthusiastic.

Proactive and results orientated.

Tactful, approachable, discreet and diplomatic.

Flexible and reliable.



